SPRING 2013 WSR COURSE SUGGESTIONS

WOMANIST THEOLOGY/THEOLOGIANS ST-2463
FEMINIST, WOMANIST, MUJERISTA STSP-4538
SEXUALITY AND PASTORAL CARE PSRS-4160
WOMEN IN CHINESE ISLAM HR-3943
MOTHER OF GOD THLGY IN CULTURE HSST-4180
SEXUAL ETHICS CE-2008
SEXUALITY & CHRISTIAN SPRTLTY SPRS-8440
READINGS EARLY BUDDHIST TEXTS:
  WIVES, MOTHERS, PROSTITUTES,
  QUEENS, COURTESANS, AND NUNS:
  WOMEN IN EARLY BUDDHISM HR-1615
TRAUMA, THEOLOGY, & PRACTICE RSST-4193
ANCIENT THEMES/MODERN IMAGES RA-1957
REPRODUCTIVE JUSTICE DISCOURSE RSCE-2485

Requirement Reminder: (In addition to the Women’s Studies Seminar that is taught once an academic year.) Successfully complete three additional 3.0 unit courses (total of 9.0 units) at the GTU or UC Berkeley in which the experiences of women, women-centered theologies, or feminist theories form a significant component. Two of these courses must also emphasize religious studies or theology. Special reading courses that cover these topics may also be counted toward the certificate. Course requirements should be tailored to the student’s degree level. A course may also be acceptable if the student’s final paper/project is on a gender topic. If a student decides to take advantage of this option, she/he has to submit the paper with their requirements checklist.
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